
        A Proposal to Market Co. Roscommon as 

 “The County of the Clans” 

The Background  

According to a 19th century statistical survey of County Roscommon , the county had a population of 
c. 250,000 shortly before the famine. Tragically some of the County’s population became victims of
the Famine. Many others emigrated to form part of the 70million of Irish descent which now form
the global Irish Diaspora. A significant cohort of the Irish Diaspora will have Roscommon connections
whether it is known to them or not.

The population of Roscommon is now 65,000.  Bord Failte statistics for 2017 ( latest available 
providing information by County) indicate that Roscommon attracted just 5% of the tourism 
numbers and revenues generated by Ireland West (Galway, Mayo and Roscommon) . Roscommon’s 
immediate neighbours Galway generated €836m in tourism revenue and Mayo €186m and Sligo 
€96m in 2017 while Roscommon generated just €45m. It is no coincidence that all three 
neighbouring counties are marketed under the Wild Atlantic Way (WAW) banner. Roscommon is 
now under the recently created banner of the Hidden Heartland and tourism authorities are very 
active in creating an awareness of the brand which will take time. Nevertheless WAW for the time 
being forms a marketing “anchor brand” and Co. Roscommon should try to trade off the significant 
footfall created by the WAW banner.     

The Challenge 

Strategically Roscommon needs to capture and keep, for a couple of days, a greater proportion of 
the tourists who, assuming they are passing through travelling on an East /West axis, are literally 
passing through Co. Roscommon to get to their destinations in Galway, Mayo and Sligo.  

Several Irish counties are marketing themselves as celebrating their Viking (Wexford) or Norman       
( Limerick and Kilkenny) heritage . However no County is marketing itself by reference to its Gaelic/ 
Irish heritage. 
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Co. Roscommon is well placed to do this by reference to sites like the Royal sites of Rathcrothan / 
Carnfree, its castles, Historic Houses and Abbeys and several major and historic clans like the           
Mc Dermotts, Flanagans, Flynns, Kellys and O’Connors whose former tuatha can be found in 
boundaries of Roscommon . In the case of the O’Connors who currently represent 1% of Ireland’s 
population there could be up to 700,000 O’Connors scattered throughout the World. Similar 
significant numbers of the other Roscommon clans will also be represented across the World . In 
many cases visitors of Irish extraction, through the absence of documentation or inherited 
knowledge, will not be able to identify a specific area or site from which their immediate families 
originated. However their name identifies them as Irish and belonging to Irish clan in a given 
geographic area. For Example Mc Dermott ( Moylurg now north Roscommon) or Flynns ( Ballinlough 
west Roscommon) . Mc Dermotts or Flynns may well have an interest in informing themselves of 
their Irish credentials by reference to their clan history, clan lifestyles , customs and their clan sites.  
This could take several days pending on the itinerary devised and a reason to stay in Roscommon.    

In the past various clans have organised clan gatherings in an amateurish fashion which are on fixed 
date and several years apart and which does not necessarily fit in with the travel dates of those 
interested. Furthermore a number of commercial organisations have attempted to exploit the “clan” 
market and in many cases have provided erroneous information.    

The Proposal    

It is proposed that Roscommon County Council might appoint, at minimal cost to the Council, 
individual Ambassadors to each of the major Roscommon Clans. The Ambassador would preferably 
be of the same name as the Clan he/she represents. Each Ambassador would be obliged to become 
expert on the Clan history, sites and culture of their appointed Clan and possibly actually bring the 
visitors to the sites involved. The Council’s commitment to this drive might be to market the service 
of the Ambassadors and to possibly pay them a small annual retainer. The Ambassador would be 
principally remunerated by the visitors they are guiding.  The Ambassador concept has recently been 
implemented on a voluntary basis by Kilkenny City. The Ambassadors function in Kilkenny is to greet 
visitors and to guide/inform visitors of the attractions of the City and what attractions open at any 
given time.         
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